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Createspace, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A tale not to be taken too seriously, featuring
cockroaches, genetically enhanced rats, foosball table destruction, rabbits, high school science
clubs, hedgehog conspiracy theorists, military coups, adolescent bomb shelter romance and cosmic
entities bent on annihilation. Sadly, not enough beer was drunk during creation of this novel to
include an airplane lavatory sex scene. Oh wait, there is one of those. But don t get your hopes up all the good parts are left out. The novel contains suggestive language (the PG-rated variety), and
those seeking enriching literature are best served by looking elsewhere. However, if you are in the
mood for a farcical comedy step right in, and meet: Arax the Annihilator, an entity bent on
destroying the earth; Henry Stewart, member of the Hedgehog Surveillance Network, who hopes to
be part of the New World Order after the government topples; Loretta the rabbit, who just wants to
hop free in a meadow after a lifetime of captivity; Omar Sharteen, who wants to bomb his own
Parliament building so the US will build a nice shiny...
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Reviews
It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son
This ebook will be worth acquiring. It is actually writter in basic phrases instead of hard to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Tr ysta n Yundt
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